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SHELTR the TURTLE™ 
In light of recent and historical tragic events involving violence in schools, it has been found that many 
school children show signs of apprehension in returning to their school even though a violent attack 
may have been committed at another school.  Partnering with Norhurst Tactical and the SHELTR℠ 
(School Hazard Emergency Lethal Threat Response) Program, ENSSA-INSCITE™ has developed SHELTR 
the Turtle.  This plush Turtle has been designed to assist children in coping with these violent events.  
SHELTR the Turtle provides the child with a reminder that there are people working to keep them safe.   

ENSSA™ (Educators National School Safety Administration) was created 
as a central repository and communication portal to educate schools and 
learning centers in “Best Practice” security protocols and solutions. This 
robust site provides educators, faculty, staff and their school safety   
partners with quality information, resources, consultation, and              
training.  ENSSA™ also connects schools and learning centers to share 
effective ideas and strategies which are paramount in the prevention of 
school crime and violence.  Our National Mission Statement of “Safe 
Schools in America” echo’s the total United States Academic Mission.    

ENSSA-INSCITE™ (International Safe Child Initiative) is the 501( c ) ( 3 )    
charitable division of ENSSA.  The mission of ENSSA-INSCITE™ is to use best                 
practice school safety protocols to ensure the safety of children in the      
United States and across the world.  With the ever increasing threats to 
schools, ENSSA-INSCITE™ strives to keep children safe while maintaining a 
fun and engaging learning environment. 100% of all money donated to 
ENSSA-INSCITE™ is used to provide school safety training, protective    
products and training materials to schools across America. 

ENSSA-INSCITE™ is committed to the physical safety and mental well-being of our       

nation’s children.  SHELTR the Turtle™ is a loveable plush toy, yet physically and                 

mentally tough enough to help children feel at ease when dealing with the aftermath 

of a traumatic situation.  SHELTR the Turtle™ will help the healing process by             

reminding children that others are working daily to protect them from harm.  For 

more information or to make a SHELTR the Turtle ™donation, please visit ENSSA.org. 
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